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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, by drawing on primary empirical data obtained through 62 interviews in seven case studies we
seek to offer a Marxist historical-geographical analysis of biodiversity offsetting policy in England, and its
emergence in the context of the global economic crisis, and government aspirations for large-scale urban de-
velopment projects. By paying attention to the interplay between offsetting, urbanization and the neoliberal
reconstruction of conservation, we aim to extend the focus of the neoliberal conservation literature from the role
of offsets as ecological ‘commodities’ to the way offsetting is used to support the production of space(s), place(s)
and nature(s) in line with contemporary patterns of capitalist urban growth. In particular, we show how off-
setting operationalized new ideas about nature as a stock of biodiversity, how it streamlined planning to support
extended urbanization, how it foreclosed public debate about controversial urban development projects, and
how it reterritorialized nature-society relationships. We also give a central role to social contestation against the
implementation of offsetting in England, drawing attention to its class character and highlighting the potential
for a new emancipatory politics that would encompass a ‘right to nature’ as a key element of struggles for the
‘right to the city’.

1. Introduction

‘Our economy cannot afford planning processes that deal with bio-
diversity expensively and inefficiently or block the housing and in-
frastructure our economy needs to grow. Fortunately, as the
Ecosystem Market Task Force and Natural Capital Committee have
set out, there is a way we can make our planning system even better
for the environment and developers: biodiversity offsetting’

Owen Paterson, Former Secretary of State for the Environment
(Defra, 2013)

‘If you are a developer offsetting is a wonderful “get out of jail” free
card’.

STOP HS2 campaigner

Since the aftermath of the 2008 financial crash, governmental
policy in the UK has moved decisively to reduce public budgetary
deficits, ushering in an era of prolonged austerity. The attempt to
complete the ‘unfinished neoliberal revolution’ started over three dec-

ades before (Hodkinson and Robbins, 2013: 4), instituted, in line with
similar developments across the globe (Cahill, 2011; Harvey, 2011;
Peck et al., 2012), renewed privatization and marketization of public
services, public property and natural resources, fiscal austerity and
socially regressive cuts in public spending and welfare (Institute for
Fiscal Studies, 2010). This trend has continued and intensified. Ac-
cording to the rhetoric of both the Coalition Government elected in
20101 and the Conservative Government that followed it in 2015, the
way out of the economic recession was to be found in a combination of
fiscal austerity and initiatives to stimulate economic growth through
further urban development, especially large housing and infrastructure
projects.
In the UK, the housing market was considered as one of the

biggest casualties of the 2008 global economic crisis. Not surpris-
ingly, both the Coalition government and the Conservative
Government identified the rapid delivery of housing as a key
priority.2 To this end they put pressure on local authorities to re-
lease more land (Lockhart, 2015) while emphasizing the urgency to
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cut ‘red tape’ and remove ‘unnecessarily complex regulations’.3 This
was also expected to facilitate the approval of infrastructure
‘megaprojects’,4 such as railways, highways, and airports. Such
schemes, and the role of private sector contractors in design and
construction, are characteristic of neoliberal capitalism (Flyberg,
2003; Geddes, 2012) and in the context of the crisis, their trans-
formation into an asset class that can yield substantial profits has
intensified substantially (Hildyard, 2012).
The UK applied the usual nostrums of neoliberal economics to urban

affairs. The intensification of neoliberal urbanization (Brenner and
Theodore, 2002; Harvey, 2012; Leitner et al., 2007; Swyngedouw et al.,
2002) meant an extensive deregulation of land and property markets,
the minimization of state interventions in planning and environmental
legislation, further fiscal constraints and budgetary cuts upon local
governments and cities, and an increasing reliance on private means of
sustaining social reproduction.
It is within this context that biodiversity offsetting emerged in the

UK,5 as a measure at the heart of the new governmental regime for
development and environmental protection set out in a series of key
policy documents (e.g. Defra, 2011, 2013; NPPF, 2012). The govern-
ment defined biodiversity offsets as ‘conservation activities that are
designed to give biodiversity benefits to compensate for losses - en-
suring that when a development damages nature (and this damage
cannot be avoided or mitigated) new nature sites will be created’.6

Biodiversity offsetting is a paradigmatic neoliberal policy and part
of the wider shift towards market-based conservation (Lockhart, 2015;
Spash, 2015; Sullivan, 2013). Offsetting seeks to compensate losses to
biodiversity in one place (and at one time) by creating equivalent
gains elsewhere (Apostolopoulou and Adams, 2017). Its potential to
facilitate the relocation of environmental compensation across space
and time in line with the interests of developers has brought together
major industries (particularly housing, mining, infrastructure, con-
struction, oil and gas), governments, environmental brokers, in-
vestors, and NGOs (ten Kate et al., 2004) across the globe. Similarly,
its adoption in the UK in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crash was
directly related to the Coalition government’s recognition of the need
to free up environmentally valuable land for urban development
(Defra, 2013,7 HM Government, 2013) and address urbanization’s
increasing environmental impacts (Latimer and Hill, 2007) simulta-
neously. The idea was that offsetting would be the end point in a
‘mitigation hierarchy’ that developers should follow only be under-
taken once all possible measures to avoid or mitigate impacts had been
taken (BBOP, 2009; Defra, 2013). However, experimentation with the
policy triggered debates across the country on its scientific base and
its effects on development decisions. Some cases, such as the Lodge
Hill housing development in Kent or the new HS2 London-Bir-
mingham train line, raised strong opposition that directly challenged
the government’s new ‘win-win’ rhetoric.8

Critical scholars have so far analyzed the role of Defra offsetting
metrics in the construction of exchangeability (Sullivan, 2013); the
ideological dimensions of struggles over offsetting (Sullivan and

Hannis, 2015); its use in the English planning system (Hannis and
Sullivan, 2012) and the difficulty of delivering the promise of re-
conciling development and conservation (Lockhart, 2015). Here, by
drawing on fieldwork across England we seek to contribute to existing
analyses by offering a Marxist historical-geographical analysis (c.f.
Harvey, 2011) of biodiversity offsetting’s emergence and operation.
Our starting point is the way the adoption of biodiversity offsetting
relates to government responses to the economic crisis, and their as-
pirations for large-scale housing and infrastructure projects. By paying
attention to the interplay between biodiversity offsetting, urbaniza-
tion and the neoliberal reconstruction of conservation, we aim to ex-
tend the focus of the neoliberal conservation literature from the role of
offsets as ecological ‘commodities’ (Büscher et al., 2012; Sullivan,
2013) to the way offsetting is used to support the production of space
(s), place(s) and nature(s) in line with contemporary patterns of ca-
pitalist urban growth. In particular, we explore the ways in which
biodiversity offsetting operationalized new ideas about non-human
nature as a stock of biodiversity, how it allowed planning decisions to
be streamlined to support extended urbanization, how it contributed
to foreclosing public debate about controversial urban development
projects, and how it reterritorialized nature-society relationships. We
also consider its social and class implications by showing how the
hegemonic rhetoric of offsetting, as primarily shaped by governments
and the private sector, has been contested by local communities and
environmental activists.
By drawing attention on the way offsetting links the exploitation of

non-human nature in the city and in the countryside and by adopting a
Lefebvrian conception of urbanization, we aim to contribute to recent
attempts to bring closer Urban Political Ecology and Political Ecology
(e.g. Arboleda, 2016). We furthermore suggest that struggles against
offsetting (even when apparently ‘rural’) may reflect the emergence of a
new emancipatory politics that would encompass the ‘right to nature’,
which we define as the right to influence and command the processes
by which nature-society relationships are made, remade and disrupted
by generalised urbanization and economic development, as a key ele-
ment of struggles for the ‘right to the city’ (Harvey, 2008, 2012;
Lefebvre, 1968, 1996).

2. Theoretical framework

‘Under the banner of progress, capitalism attempts the urbanization
of the countryside’

Smith (2010: 71)

The introduction of biodiversity offsetting in England needs to be
understood in the context of processes of urbanization. The UK is one of
the world’s most urbanized countries mainly due to its early industrial
development, with 82 per cent of the total population urban9 despite a
substantial counter-urbanization movement in recent decades. In
linking biodiversity offsetting and urbanization, we are reflecting long-
standing calls for an integrated analysis of the linked political econo-
mies of urban and rural space (Hoggart, 1995; Urry, 1995), and on the
importance of links between urban and rural nature and its conserva-
tion (Matless, 1998; Sheail, 1981).
We understand the term ‘urban’ in relation to the theory of capital

accumulation and thus we use it to refer to the broad process of the
creation of a material physical infrastructure for production, circula-
tion, exchange and consumption (Harvey, 2012), and as such not con-
fined to ‘cities’ (Harvey, 1996a). We follow the Lefebvrian process-or-
iented view of ‘generalised urbanisation’ (Lefebvre, 1970),10 to describe
the multiscalar production and reproduction of the built environment

3 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-going-further-to-cut-red-tape-
by-10-billion.
4 Megaprojects are commonly understood to be projects that cost at least a billion

dollars.
5 In common with other aspects of environmental policy, government approaches to

offsetting differs across England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland within a standard
neoliberal frame established by the UK government. This paper addresses offsetting policy
within England, where it was developed earliest and most extensively.
6 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/biodiversity-offsetting.
7 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/nov/12/biodiversity-offsetting-

license-trash-nature; https://www.theguardian.com/environment/georgemonbiot/2012/
dec/07/biodiversity-offsetting-unleash-wildlife-destruction.
8 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/road-and-rail-transport/10158697/

Minister-digs-in-to-replace-ancient-woods-lost-to-HS2.html; http://www.theguardian.
com/environment/2014/sep/25/-sp-nightingales-lodge-hill-sanctuary-conservation-
britain.

9 https://www.statista.com/statistics/270369/urbanization-in-the-united-kingdom/.
10 Brenner (2013: 96) refers to ‘extended’ urbanization, as encompassing the processes

of sociospatial and socioenvironmental transformation that facilitate and result from
urban development across places, territories, and scales.
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regardless of population size or density (see also Arboleda, 2016;
Angelo and Wachsmuth, 2015; Brenner and Schmid, 2015). Crucially,
as Brenner (2013: 87) argues, generalised or extended urbanization
involves new, increasingly large-scale morphologies that ‘perforate,
crosscut, and ultimately explode the erstwhile urban/rural divide’.
Capitalist urbanization has always rested on uneven socio-ecolo-

gical interactions and transformations. Policies that promote urban
development and growth favor speculative capital over people and
nature; what is defined as ‘success’ in terms of capital accumulation can
have significant negative impacts on people (apart from a privileged
class) and the environment (Harvey, 2012). The way nature is produced
through urbanization is the focus of ‘urban political ecology’ (Heynen
et al., 2005; Loftus, 2012; Swyngedouw, 1996). The field has been
strongly shaped by Marxist logic, especially by the work of David
Harvey (1996b) and by Neil Smith’s ‘production of nature’ thesis (2010)
and has significantly contributed to urbanizing discussions of social-
ecological metabolism (Stoffwechsel) (Heynen, 2013; Smith, 2005; see
also Foster, 1999; Marx, 1894). As Swyngedouw (2015: 609–610) ar-
gues, the key issue is ‘the capitalist form of urbanization of natures: the
process through which all manner of nonhuman “stuff” is socially
mobilized, discursively scripted, imagined, economically enrolled
(commodified), and physically metabolized/transformed to produce
socio-ecological assemblages that support the urbanization process’.
Urban political ecology has approached the city as the key terrain

for exploring the co-production of the social and the natural. However,
in the context of generalised or extended urbanization, the way nature
is produced through capitalist urbanization becomes increasingly re-
levant for many places that extend beyond the limits of the traditional
‘city’, in the form of infrastructure, housing, industrial or commercial
development (Smith, 2010). Indeed, erstwhile ‘rural’ or ‘wild’ spaces
are increasingly socially and environmentally transformed to serve the
growth imperatives of an accelerating urbanization which extends be-
yond the limits of the ‘historical central city’ in the form of new ‘outer’
and ‘edge’ cities in what were formerly suburban fringes, in green field
or rural sites and city regions (see Brenner and Schmid, 2015). These
processes have profound implications for the implicated socionatures,
reflected in recent arguments about the importance of urbanization for
wider political ecologies (Arboleda, 2016; Angelo and Wachsmuth,
2015).
In order to understand the way that biodiversity offsetting influ-

ences the social-ecological transformations that urbanization brings
about, both within and also beyond the ‘city’, it is necessary to consider
its origins and characteristics. On the one hand, the existence of the
offset site shows that nature is no longer an ‘open frontier’ for capit-
alism (Katz, 1998). Developers have to compensate for the destruction
of non-human nature by re-creating nature somewhere else. However,

the way compensation is understood and calculated in offsetting
(Apostolopoulou and Adams, 2017), along with the fact that hitherto
‘protected’ natures or ecosystems of high biodiversity value are not
excluded from the process, corroborates the contradictory and
ephemeral character of conservation under capitalism (Apostolopoulou
and Adams, 2015). On the other hand, offsetting also shows that
mainstream solutions to the environmental contradictions of capitalism
tend to reproduce the same logic that created these contradictions in
the first place. The increasing reliance on offsetting policies (both
carbon and biodiversity) is a key part of the wider shift towards a ‘green
economy’ (or ‘green’ capitalism), in the sense of the systematic appli-
cation of market logic and market-based mechanisms to environmental
management and governance (Corson et al., 2013). In the logic of
market environmentalism, the delivery of inadequate compensation is
the result of ‘market failure’ (Bayon et al., 2008), leading to moves to
place an economic value on biodiversity and ecosystem services. Bio-
diversity offsetting is also tightly interwoven with the deregulation and
the market friendly reregulation of environmental and planning legis-
lation, both key processes in the neoliberalization of non-human nature
(Castree, 2008).
The way urbanization and offsetting intertwine is also important

from the perspective of social and environmental struggles. The ‘right to
the city’ (Harvey, 2008, 2012; Lefebvre, 1968, 1996; Purcell, 2002),
defined as the right to claim some kind of shaping power in funda-
mental and radical ways over the process of urbanization (Harvey,
2012), has been inextricably linked to what kind of relationship to
nature we desire (Harvey, 2008). Fights for access to public green
spaces have always been at the core of many urban struggles. As ur-
banization extends beyond the limits of the traditional city and policies
like biodiversity offsetting are being launched to address its increasing
environmental impacts, new close links between urban and rural
struggles are being created for three main reasons. First, offsetting ex-
plicitly links the dynamics of urban expansion into the countryside to
processes of the loss and creation of nature beyond the traditional city.
Second, offsetting can be applied to development in rural areas in ways
that are tightly linked to processes of urban production and consump-
tion (e.g. fracking or mining). Third, offsetting can link the survival of
public green spaces within existing urban boundaries to the survival of
nature on the urban fringe or beyond. ‘Offsite compensation’ means that
the development site can be an urban place and the offset site a rural
place, or the reverse (although this is less common).

3. Methodology

Our analysis draws on 62 semi-structured interviews at national
level, and in seven selected case studies (Table 1): (i) 18 respondents

Table 1
Background information on the seven case studies.

Case study Basic information Civil society Groups

Essex biodiversity offsetting pilot Chosen as one of the 2012–2014 six national pilot areas to trial
biodiversity offsetting. Various housing developments in the area

Residents participating in ‘Hands off Thaxted’
group

Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull
biodiversity offsetting pilot

One of the six Defra national pilot areas to trial biodiversity offsetting.
One of the most advanced and pro-offsetting pilots

Local community groups against the Coventry
Warwickshire Gateway

Lodge Hill housing development Development of 5000 houses, retail centre, and related amenities
(education, health, sports areas, open spaces and 5000 new jobs)

Local community groups opposed to the Lodge Hill
housing development

High speed rail network (HS2) Phase 1 (London-West Midlands) of High Speed 2 (HS2), railway. The
route covers both urban and rural localities

STOP HS2 and local authorities participating in
51 m

North Tyneside housing development (NE
England)

Development of 366 executive houses, ancillary commercial unit and
landscaping

The ‘Save Gosforth Wildlife Campaign’ and the
West Moor Residents Association

Thameslink project The route runs from Bedford in the North to Brighton in the South through
Central London. It covers both urban and rural localities

Local community groups in Lambeth

Coventry and Warwickshire Gateway Commercial development scheme around Coventry airport Local community groups opposed to the Coventry
Warwickshire Gateway
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involved in the establishment of biodiversity offsetting at national level,
including conservation scientists, environmentalists, conservation
bankers, consultants, and governmental officials; (ii) 27 respondents
from local authorities, environmental administrations, private sector
organizations, businesses, and NGOs; and (iii) 17 respondents from civil
society groups (Table 1). In line with our research objectives our aim
was to select case studies where the link between urbanization and the
introduction of offsetting was clear and also on areas where significant
conflicts had arisen over the implementation of the proposed develop-
ment and the delivery of compensation through offsetting. We thus
included two of the Defra pilots and five other prominent projects
(Table 1).
Our interview guide consisted of two main parts: a general set of

questions about offsetting that was common for every interviewee and a
more detailed set referring to a specific case study. The general set was
divided into five categories: (i) biodiversity offsetting policy in England
and Defra’s consultation document; (ii) the relationship between con-
servation and urban development and the role of offsetting; (iii) offset
metrics and the equivalence of ecosystems and places; (iv) the im-
plementation of offsetting in practice; (v) and questions about off-
setting, conservation banking and market-based conservation. The
more detailed set of questions explored how exactly offsetting has been
implemented in each case study, the actors involved, the criteria used
for the designation of the offsets, how offsetting influenced the planning
process as well as issues related to rights of way, access to nature, and
public participation.
Contacts were identified from reports and the Internet, and inter-

viewees found through snowballing. Interviews were mostly with one
person, some pairs of interviewees; seven were group interviews.
Interviews lasted from 40 to 150 min, with one hour being the norm.
All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Notes
were taken in parallel, and backed up by document analysis, and par-
ticipation in local meetings. Verbatim interview quotes used in this
paper are identified by letter codes (Appendix A).

4. Urbanization, neoliberalism and biodiversity offsetting in
England

4.1. Biodiversity offsetting, neoliberal conservation and urban development:
reframing non-human nature as a movable stock of biodiversity units

Even though the first explorations of the concept of biodiversity
offsetting started under the Labour government elected in 2007, as part
of the discussions about the creation of new biodiversity markets
(Adams et al., 2014; Defra, 2007; Lockhart, 2015; Treweek et al., 2009),
it was the Coalition government elected in 2010 which brought forward
more specific proposals. The most important policy initiative was the
introduction of an experimental two-year scheme in 2012 consisting of
six pilot areas in England (Devon; Doncaster; Essex; Greater Norwich;
Nottinghamshire; Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull). Construction
companies, extractive industries, and ecological consulting firms were
key participants to the scheme along with local authorities and NGOs
(Carver, 2015) manifesting the willingness of the Government to make
clear offsetting’s pro-development character. Experimentation with
offsetting was not, however, limited in the pilots: in many other areas,
developers began testing its potential to compensate for the impacts of
urban development projects.
The same year, the Environment Bank (EB), the first private com-

pensation brokering and consultation company in the UK11 and a keen
supporter of offsetting, launched the Environmental Markets Exchange
(EME) to provide a ‘one-stop-shop’ for the registration of offset sites and
the measurement of their credit value (Environment Bank, 2012). The
Environment Bank had strong links with the State (its founder was a

Board Member of Natural England and of the Joint Nature Conservation
Committee) and the Government:

‘During the early part of 2009 we contacted the Conservative Party
to provide advice on ‘biobanking’ […] The reception we were given
was tremendous and the concept ‘Conservation Credits’ found its
way into the Conservative Party manifesto’ (Environment Bank,
201012).

The Bank hoped that the EME would pave the way for an offsetting
market and formed partnerships with AB Agri (the agricultural division
of Associated British Foods) to identify more offset sites and with Shell
Foundation to pilot the use of credits.13

A key step in the attempt to reframe non-human nature as a mo-
vable stock of biodiversity was the publication of a government Green
Paper on biodiversity offsets (Defra, 2013) in 2013. This set out a
metric whose scope was to quantify habitat value on the basis of dis-
tinctiveness, quality and area in hectares, and calculate it in ‘biodi-
versity units’ (Table 2). It was hoped that the conversion of an assess-
ment of overall biodiversity into ‘units’ would emphasize ‘biodiversity
per se’ rather than the value of the benefits flowing from biodiversity,
which was considered to be ‘highly geographically specific’ and difficult
to measure (HM Government, 2013: 9). This was in line with the fact
that offsetting’s primary aim was to keep the overall ‘stock’ of biodi-
versity constant by achieving a quantitative balance of biodiversity lost
due to development and ‘saved’ through offsetting echoing the new
emphasis of UK conservation on the maintenance of the country’s
‘natural capital’.
The aim to use standardized and strictly quantitative descriptions of

biodiversity, along with Defra’s constant search for ‘simplicity’ and
‘efficiency’, undermined even the Scoping Study on which the metric
had been based:

‘The scoping report was a very preliminary version. It was devel-
oped incredibly fast and there’s been no follow-up to actually un-
derpin it and test the metric itself. All the pilots were concerned
more with how to make the metric attractive to developers rather
than actually look at it’.

Interview CE1

Indeed, Defra (2013) promised that its metric would allow complex
ecosystem processes to be measured ‘in as little as 20 min’ creating
serious concerns about the quality of the whole process:

‘Firstly we had to assess the proposed offset site. We couldn’t do it at
the optimal time, we had to do it in a very sort of narrow window
because the argument was that the developer was losing money as
time was passing by. So it may look like it might be suitable but you
don't know. There may be a protected species on it, there may be
something good there already, you don’t want to change it, who
knows?’.

Interview ENGO1

The short time frame within which calculations had to be made to
justify the use of offsetting, along with the fact that the metric was
based on several problematic assumptions, including considering ha-
bitat area as a proxy of unmeasurable biodiversity, received strong
criticism:

‘This turns up to be a very crude way of measuring impacts. There's
nothing about species or connectivity in the metric, there’s nothing
about edge effects. […] In one reserve recently there was a devel-
oper building a block of flats. Literally the reserve is here and the
block of flats is just next to it. And as far as biodiversity offsetting

11 http://www.environmentbank.com/about.php.

12 http://www.environmentbank.com/docs/Environment-Bank-Newsletter-
SpringSummer-2010.pdf.
13 http://www.shellfoundation.org/Our-Focus/Partner-Profiles/Environment-Bank/

Summary.
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goes because it’s outside of the footprint of the development there
would be no impact’.

Interview CS2

Several interviewees provided evidence on the subjectivity involved
in the offsetting process mentioning cases where interpretations of what
constituted an ‘acceptable’ trade, or whether it was technically feasible
to restore habitats lost due to development differed substantially.
Characteristic examples included whether ancient woodlands on the
HS2 train route could be compensated by planting new woodlands and
whether nightingale breeding habitat could be successfully recreated to
compensate for losses from the housing development at Lodge Hill.
Worries were also expressed about questions of local distinctiveness,

and the possibility that balancing losses and gains at a national scale
would lead to the creation of standardized habitats everywhere, and
possibly the cheapest ones to recreate. In Lodge Hill, for example, the
offset metric calculation showed that nature to be lost was of high
biodiversity value and that offsetting would demand extensive land
acquisition and management. Developers initially proposed to use off-
setting at the time of seeking planning permission, but they subse-
quently abandoned it because of the cost:

‘…We used the Defra metrics and the figures we were getting were
higher and higher and higher - our clients just said “well this is just
getting ridiculous and out of hand, we need a more realistic,
common sense approach to the offsetting of this’.

Interview CE2

This opportunistic behavior of developers was mentioned by several
interviewees as a key reason for the failure of many of the Defra pilots

‘In a sense you had to convince developers that impact assessments
would be straightforward and fast otherwise they could see no scope
in getting involved. I think this was why the Environment Bank
launched its calculator and its guidelines for developers; it makes
ecology to look like super-easy accounting’.

Interview ENGO2

For some interviewees, the representation of biodiversity in terms of
simply defined, priced units was offsetting’s strong asset since it pro-
vided a basis for the economic valuation of biodiversity and ecosystem
services. For others, this was deeply problematic since it was seen as
equating the value (meaning the use value) of nature with a price (the
exchange value) deepening the commodification and privatization of
non-human nature:

‘Putting a price to nature or creating an Environment ‘Bank’ means
that someone could make a massive business out of biodiversity
offsetting. But nature is not a commodity, you cannot buy nature –
because who does nature belong to at the end of the day? It belongs
to everyone’.

Interview HS1

4.2. Streamlining planning through biodiversity offsetting to support
extended urbanization

A key part of government plans for promoting urban development

post 2010 was the restructuring of the planning system. The National
Planning Policy Framework (NPFF) introduced in 2012 included a
‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ which would run as
‘a golden thread’ through both plan- and decision-making (NPFF, 2012:
3, 4, 13, 28, 37, 46). This presumption was described ‘as a way of
cutting back on red tape and endless planning documents to focus on
what people care about: local roads, schools and homes that meet their
needs’.14 In all our cases studies, this was translated on the ground as a
clear encouragement of housebuilding and other forms of urban de-
velopment, including large infrastructure projects (see Table 1). This
explicit prioritization of further urban growth inevitably involved se-
vere environmental impacts, including alterations to the Green Belt15

boundaries (as happened for example in our case study in North Ty-
neside, on the grounds that the ‘objectively’ assessed housing needs,
constituted ‘an exceptional circumstance’16), and expansion of urban
development into greenfield areas and the countryside. In Kent, re-
spondents commented:

‘Only during the last month we’ve got a bid on a green valley which
is an area of local landscape importance for about 480 houses. And
just last week there’s another one for about the same number, 470
…. on some green farmland’ (Interview LH1).
&
‘Developers already held permission to build almost 7000 houses yet
they were sitting on them because they’re in brownfield sites and
they don’t want to build them because it would be much better
getting Lodge Hill, a greenfield site’ (Interview LH2).

Biodiversity offsetting was understood by all our respondents as an
integral part of the above reforms:

‘Offsetting clearly relates to the new Local Plans, to all the land
release that the government plans to enable; the greenbelt release
sites that are coming up. Because there would be lots of ecological
issues on those that they think can be achieved from offsetting’
(Interview LA1).
&
‘The local plan was almost a blank cheque being written for devel-
opment. The developers saw it and thought ‘get in, we can do that’.
Three speculative applications came up immediately - all of them on
sites that are environmentally sensitive and all of them mentioned
biodiversity offsetting’ (Interview NT1).

The government’s view of controls over planning as ‘environmental
red tape’ and ‘unnecessary bureaucracy’, along with their belief in
markets instead of state regulation, rendered neoliberal conservation
policies such as offsetting particularly attractive. The policy was ex-
plicitly framed as capable of making the process of granting planning
permission and delivering biodiversity requirements more develop-
ment-friendly showing that the government’s main concern was to
unblock development from environmental constraints (see also CIWEM,
201317) and to legitimize the expansion of urbanization into rural areas
under the banner of ‘No Net Loss’.
The Environment Bank (EB) and the Ecosystem Markets Task Force

(EMTF) took an almost identical line of argument and tried to attract
developers to offsetting by reassuring them that the whole process
could save them both time and money through reduced risk and un-
certainty, streamline planning approval, enable access to land and bring
reputational benefits (EMTF, 2013; Environment Bank, 2014, 2016a).
Developers were advised that any upfront costs would be factored into

Table 2
The Defra Biodiversity Offsetting Metric (Defra, 2013).

Value of 1 ha in ‘biodiversity units’ Habitat distinctiveness

Low (2) Medium (4) High (6)

Habitat quality Good (3) 6 12 18
Moderate (2) 4 8 12
Poor (1) 2 4 6

14 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-councils-must-deliver-
local-plans-for-new-homes-by-2017.
15 The fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping

land permanently open (see NPPF, 2012, p. 19).
16 http://www.cpre.org.uk/magazine/opinion/item/3845.
17 http://www.ciwem.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Environmental-Audit-

Committee-Biodiversity-offsetting.pdf.
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residual land values which would be substantially uplifted as a result of
planning permits (see also Duke et al., 2013; EMTF, 2013).
Not surprisingly, most interviewees saw such streamlining of plan-

ning approval as offsetting’s main purpose. As a local authority planner
with more than two decades of experience put it:

‘It seemed the government proposed offsetting to loosen up, cut
away the constraints of planning and the terrible red tape that we,
the enemies of enterprise (laughing), impose’.

Interview LA2

Similarly, an interviewee from a conservation NGO commented:

‘During initial discussion on offsetting as an innovative, novel, ap-
proach, we were suddenly faced with the fact…. that for many, in-
cluding the Treasury, this was not at all about compensation, it was
about speeding up development’.

Interview ENGO3

The role that the UK government expected offsetting to play in
supporting urban development, and the expectations it created in in-
terested parties, are well demonstrated by the Essex Pilot. A member of
the Steering Committee explained that Essex was selected as a pilot
because it was expected that the South of the County would be the focus
of significant large-scale housing and industrial developments. The
County Council, advised by the Environment Bank, proposed a broker-
led scheme:

‘We got a pilot officer paid for by the Environment Bank, that was
quite unusual. Her job really was as a kind of marketing exercise to
encourage developers to try offsetting, speak to planners to try and
get them familiar with the process and landowners to see if they
might like to register offset sites’.

Interview LA3

The critical attraction for developers was that:

‘…offsetting would save them money in simplifying the process and
reducing those meetings with the planning authority’ (Interview
LA4).

Offsetting’s pro-development character was also a key element of
the offsetting strategy in the Warwickshire Pilot, where the main goal, a
conservation broker explained to us, was to convince developers that ‘a
balanced playing field’ for them could be created (Interview CB1).
Crucially, offsetting is a form of compensation for loss that cannot

be avoided or mitigated on site and thus the NPPF (2012, para 118) sees
it as an option that may avoid refusal of permission.18 Local community
opponents of attempts to use offsetting to respond to an initial refusal of
planning permission explained to us that offsetting played into the
hands of developers, giving them ‘an excuse to do what they want and
then use biodiversity offsetting as a tool to compensate afterwards’
(Interview CG1).
The way in which offsetting can be used to ease the granting of

planning permission is shown by the application by Bellway Homes to
North Tyneside Council for 366 executive homes at White House Farm,
West Moor, Killingworth. This was refused in April 2012, in part due to
its adverse indirect impacts on biodiversity in the neighboring desig-
nated wildlife corridor and Gosforth Park SSSI, as well as an adjacent
Site of Local Conservation Interest. The applicant appealed, citing a
scoping report prepared by the Environment Bank that the creation of
an offset site would be sufficient to address the extensive biodiversity
impacts. In September 2013, the Secretary of State granted planning
permission, subject to a condition specifying the offset. As one re-
presentative of a local NGO explained to us:

‘When we walked into the room the first words the developers said

was: ‘We are not here to talk about a 106 agreement, that is
something that is not on the table, we are going to go with the
offsetting’. We were surprised by their insistence but then we
thought they felt that they could gain planning permission by
shifting the discussion around a new, powerful (in their minds) idea.
But also because no one had really done it before they could almost
set the rules and there was no real guidance. And this is what
happened: their application gained approval due to the offsetting
proposal’.

Interview ENGO4

Sometimes, the very existence of offsetting led to an underuse of the
mitigation hierarchy’s earlier stages. The case of housing development
at Lodge Hill was repeatedly mentioned during our interviews as an
example of this:

‘Our concern is that the Government tried to circumvent the
common mitigation hierarchy and make it easy for developers to
proceed on the basis that they could compensate. This is what
happened in Lodge Hill. The decision as to whether or not you
should offset is entirely dependent on whether or not you can avoid
the harm but they never seriously discussed that. And the NPPS also
says the first step is to examine the alternatives, but they haven’t
done that either. So, how a council can vote to approve something
when all that information is missing?’.

Interview ENGO5

However, the strategic use of offsetting to gain permission did not
always succeed. In the Coventry Gateway, Warwick Council favoured
development and suggested alterations of the Green Belt to allow it,
accepting that the developer’s proposed offset would offer sufficient
compensation. However, the Secretary of the State called in the pro-
posal and rejected it, inter alia on the grounds of its severe environ-
mental impacts. The Secretary recognised that offsetting could not fully
address development impacts, including the permanent loss of Green
Belt, and the loss of the intrinsic character of the countryside. This was
one of the decisions which vindicated the struggle of local residents
opposing the development on the grounds of its economic, environ-
mental, public health and social impacts.

4.3. Foreclosing the public debate on the impacts of controversial urban
development projects

The NPPF also reflected the government’s political agenda of loc-
alism (HM Government, 2010; Maclennan and O’Sullivan, 2013) by
reinforcing the status of Local Plans. Local Plans set out ‘a vision and a
framework’ for future development that frame consideration of in-
dividual planning applications.19 The Government hoped that a tight
link would be established between local interests and support for urban
growth, an effect of austerity localism (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014;
Featherstone et al., 2012). The key claim was that a combination of
autonomy and specific incentives would unleash a desire to enable
development (Cowell, 2013; Conservative Party, 2010). As
Allmendinger and Haughton (2013) argue, the transition from spatial
planning to localism, constitutes a form of, and contributes to, neo-
liberal spatial governance. The ‘new’ neoliberal vision was not very
different from Thatcher’s ‘forged consent’ through the cultivation of a
middle class that relished the joys of home ownership, private property,
individualism, and the liberation of entrepreneurial opportunities
(Harvey, 2005).
Biodiversity offsetting formed part of wider processes of deregula-

tion of planning and environmental legislation, decentralization and
pro-market localism (Allmendinger and Haughton, 2013; Hannis and
Sullivan, 2012) and clearly favored private funding for conservation

18 http://www.essexbiodiversity.org.uk/planning-and-development/nppf.

19 http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/guidance/local-plans/local-
plans-key-issues/.
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and public-private partnerships. As became obvious from our inter-
views, in the context of prolonged austerity and economic recession and
in the face of decreasing public budgets and increasing competition,
many local councils were positive towards the idea of finding a way to
speed up development while were also hoping to benefit from increased
investment from offsets (Apostolopoulou, 2016).
Using such arguments, the government hoped to create a broad

consensus on the implementation of offsetting. The rhetoric that ‘we all
want development’ was continuously used by offsetting’s supporters
during our interviews along with the acceptance of urban development
as inevitable:

‘Is the railway going to be built? Yes. Is it going to destroy ancient
woodland? Yes. Can we do something about it? No. We all want
development but we need to make sure that we will hit those bio-
diversity targets that we keep setting. Biodiversity offsetting can do
exactly that’.

Interview CB2

The role of the Environment Bank was key in the manufacture of
consent:

‘The representative of the Environment Bank and an ecological ad-
viser were writing the minutes of the meetings and they were fo-
cused on the consensus stuff and were really trying to make out from
the minutes that there was an agreement even on areas where we
completely disagreed. Many of us said ‘where did you get this notion
that this was agreed? Have you got any quotes on this?’ He said he
didn’t want it to turn into who said what. […] So by the end of his
report which he had to produce for the inspector we had a document
that virtually was his opinion’.

Interview LH3

In other cases, offsetting was used as stratagem to shift discussion
from the impacts and scope of controversial urban development pro-
jects to the narrower question of appropriate compensation, in an at-
tempt to foreclose and depoliticize public debate (c.f. Apostolopoulou
and Adams, 2017; Spash, 2015):

‘In North East England the population is declining but the planners
still want to build more houses rather like nesting boxes to attract
people in […] We had three speculative planning applications from
three different developers, these were not aimed at providing houses
for those people who need them but ‘executive’ homes/villas, you
see social housing is out of the question these days. These are the
concerns of the local population but these questions were never
seriously addressed; instead we caught up in endless technical dis-
putes about offsetting calculations’ (Interview LA5).
&
‘…when offsetting was put on the table, the discussion suddenly
shifted from how to avoid the extensive biodiversity impacts on how
we’ll find the ideal offset. This alerted us to the role they had in
mind for offsetting; this wasn’t a railway, there was no overriding
public interest or any other serious reason for not locating it
somewhere else but the idea that we would end up with a ‘net gain’
of biodiversity changed the rules of the game: this wasn’t an en-
vironmentally destructive project any more but a blessing for our
degraded countryside’ (Interview NT2).

The highly technical character of discussions further disempowered
many communities who lacked the expertise and money to challenge
the offset calculations from consultants working for the developers.
Some received help pro bono (e.g. in North Tyneside, where local ac-
tivists were helped by a Professor of Law from the University of
Newcastle). Others were less fortunate or even found themselves
completely excluded from negotiations in which consultants and other
unelected and unaccountable commercial actors (Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014) like the Environment Bank had been given a prominent role:

‘We now have to deal with confidential commercial transactions
over land for the creation of offsets. Negotiations were taking place
between the Environment Bank and landowners and we were kept in
the dark – even members of the pilot steering committee were kept
in the dark. We never really know what was happening’ (Interview
ES1).
&
‘We started to meet regularly with the local authority, the developer,
the consultants, and the Environment Bank. What was missing was
any representation from the local residents despite -or maybe due
to!- their strong opposition’ (Interview ENGO4).

This exclusion of local people echoes Swyngedouw’s et al. (2002)
observation that neoliberal urban policies and their selective ‘middle-
and upper-class’ democracy are mostly associated with elite-driven
priorities and an undermining of local democratic participation.

4.4. The uneven reterritorialization of nature-society relationships

A key feature of biodiversity offsetting for developers and the state
was that the policy could potentially yield valuable net developable
areas in desirable locations by favoring offsite mitigation. The results of
this varied in practice. In some cases, offset sites have been selected to
facilitate the concentration of areas for conservation and urban devel-
opment deepening a rural/urban divide. Thus sites close to already
existing protected areas, areas of high nature value, or just places away
from heavily urbanized areas, were given priority:

‘If there’s an offset over the road, brilliant, but if not, this could
mean that all of the green space within London will have to be
pushed out to the edges’.

Interview CE4

Moreover, under a rhetoric of providing compensation ‘for nature
and not for people’ (Interview CA3), and guided by the imperative to
avoid costly choices and thus places which would require intensive
management to keep their biodiversity targets, there was a clear pre-
ference for sites where public access would be either forbidden or re-
stricted:

‘A community park would have been a great idea for the offset site
but we couldn’t bear the cost for its maintenance or the risks from a
misuse of the park from its visitors’.

Interview CE5

The case of North Tyneside offers a characteristic example of the
outcomes of such choices. Even though the new ‘executive’ houses
would destroy one of the last green spaces in a highly urbanized area,
the developer proposed to locate the offset site three miles from the
development site, in an area which was in proximity to a
Northumberland Wildlife Trust reserve, and which the developer al-
ready owned. The offsetting report suggested that accessing the site
itself would be restricted with barriers such as ditches and hedge banks:

‘They probably said “well we can do a swap, we can drive out
biodiversity in this area and we’ll set up something in the middle of
Northumberland” – you know the site is not in North Tyneside and is
not accessible. You see that’s the whole point, city people have a
right to enjoy biodiversity on their doorstep, without having to drive
into the middle of nowhere’.

Interview NT3

A similar logic prevailed at Lodge Hill, where one of the key argu-
ments of the developer’s ecologists for locating the offset in
Shoeburyness/Foulness in Essex (more than 100 miles from Lodge Hill,
adjacent to Natura 2000 and Ramsar sites of the Crouch and Roach
Estuaries and Foulness Coast) was the area’s ownership by the Ministry
of Defense, which would prevent ‘public disturbance’:
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‘…one of the beauties of that site from a conservation point of view
is, number one it is an island, number two is an island owned and
protected by the Ministry of Defense so there is no right of public
access at all which means that any nightingale compensation that
we provide would be completely secured. Not subject to any dis-
turbance’ (Interview CE3).
&
‘The local population should understand that we are not providing
compensation for them, we are providing it for the birds’ (Interview
CE6).

This was not the only occasion where offsetting’s proponents
adopted a strict division between ‘nature’ and ‘people’. As a conserva-
tion broker argued, incorporating the social, historical or cultural sig-
nificance of a site would ‘skew’ the biodiversity ‘portion’ of the metric:

‘Although the human aspect is important, we’re actually not dealing
with that at the moment, we are dealing with habitats and nature.
Hopefully all offsets will be within the same local authority borough
so we won’t be removing people but this will be a secondary level of
decision-making’.

Interview CB3

Concerns that offsetting was disconnecting nature from local com-
munities were also expressed by the Environmental Audit Committee
and from local authorities employees with long experience in planning:

‘As offsetting has been played out in practice we have seen that it is
the ecologist, the consultant or the broker that have the first role in
deciding the location of the sites. They all are much more amenable
to a site further away from the application site because there is no
measurable political cost for them for ignoring local community
demands’.

Interview LA2

The way in which offsetting reproduced the asocial logic of market
environmentalism to enable the relocation of non-human nature cut
little ice with local activists who rejected the reductionist premises of
offset calculations:

‘So the whole idea of offsetting is you can take it away to more
suitable locations. But for example here our woodland is not just a
bit of habitat, it’s an amenity. We use it, kids use it, walkers use it,
it’s a real local amenity, a part of our life. So if offsetting were done
elsewhere we’d obviously be losing our amenity’.

Interview HS2

In the Coventry Gateway, the development proposal involved con-
verting predominantly open countryside into an industrial site, re-
sulting in the complete loss of natural habitat. The proposal was to
offset existing ecosystems with a ‘country park’. As a member of the
committee against the Gateway, explained:

‘The Green Belt is Green Belt. And what the applicant says is we are
going to build a country park where local people can have access to,
so that will be your gain, you get a country park out of it… but we
cannot have birds in the country park because it’s going to be
around the airport: they are going to put nets over the water bodies
to stop birds going there, they are going to electrocute the fish on a
regular basis so there is no food for the birds…but you can walk
around and look at the flowers. […] You can say to the developer:
“thank you for your offer for the country park, but we don’t want it.
We want the countryside that surrounds us as it is”’.

Interview CG2

Crucially, offsetting’s rearrangement of nature to fit around the
patterns of urban growth was not seen by local activists as politically or
socially neutral but rather the opposite:

‘Somebody having to get into a car to go and see wildlife it’s not a

sustainable solution; green places are good for your soul, they are
the lungs of the city. Town planning was trying to address those
issues and now it seems to be about how do we grow everything?
What we see is that offsetting is trying to facilitate that. But the
policy is not class neutral: the same time they take away the last
green space from the local community they give villas with gardens
to other social classes by creating executive homes’.

Interview NT4

The idea of offsetting at a national scale also raised questions of
socio-spatial unevenness across the country since it would allow de-
velopers to locate offsets:

‘where it is cheapest for them: development land in the South East is
very expensive. Whereas mitigation might be cheaper in the North,
for example. So we risk ending up with a very uneven result’.

Interview CS1

Importantly, the location of offsets did not always follow specific
criteria but has been significantly influenced by competition over land
and space and hence price:

‘…by talking to the landowners you automatically alert them to the
fact that there is some interest for their land. As soon as the
Environment Bank talked to the landowner about the proposed site
he was interested, we were moving forward and then he found out
that … (he mentions the developer) were involved and tripled the
price’.

Interview ENGO6

At the worst, the search for an economically realistic option could
‘just create wildlife sites somewhere randomly in the countryside’
(Interview CS3):

‘When the developer realized that the proposed site was very ex-
pensive they went and looked at somewhere else but they didn’t tell
anyone about it. They chose a site that we have never discussed
about and which wasn’t ideal from many aspects – it even had a
railway. They did that because this site was already on the market so
they knew how much it was going to cost’.

Interview ENGO6

4.5. Urban development as environmental improvement: a new ‘win-win’
rhetoric for neoliberal conservation and neoliberal urbanization

Many conservationists initially supported offsetting, seeing in it not
only the opportunity to receive additional funding for conservation in
the context of a post-2008 austerity agenda (Comerford et al., 2010) but
also the possibility of gaining access to new land through the creation of
habitat banks. In the influential Making Space for Nature Review,
Lawton et al. (2010) argued that offsets required for separate small
developments could be pooled into larger habitat blocks without im-
posing additional burdens on developers, while also funding con-
servation via the sale of credits to developers (see also England
Biodiversity Group, 2011). Governmental documents drawing on the
Review also introduced offsetting as a means to deliver a landscape-
scale approach to conservation. However, for this to succeed, govern-
mental officials argued that offsets had to be produced according to the
needs of developers to provide compensation:

‘…it’s important to get the supply and demand matched. You have
to be careful to avoid having people going around and looking for an
offset which doesn’t exist. But equally not to encourage offset pro-
viders to be flooding the market with things that are not required’.

Interview CA1

Conservation brokers were even more explicit agreeing the clever
thing to do is to build a clear alliance between development and con-
servation:
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‘If HS2 gives 300 million pounds for environmental compensation
we could have an extraordinary wood planting scheme. Would it
actually replace the Ancient Woodland that has been lost? No, not in
my lifetime or in my grandchild’s lifetime. But in 50 years time we
could have a tremendous young wood growing in, and you see, for
me, the counterfactual is that if you don’t apply offsetting for HS2 is
it going to prevent HS2 from being built? No! And finding the
money to build huge national forests is actually a very exciting thing
to do’.

Interview CB2

The desire to make offsetting a policy that conservationists would
embrace was also obvious in the decision to locate many offsets near
existing PAs. This would facilitate their management by environmental
NGOs potentially gaining their consensus (for example the developer in
North Tyneside promised to ‘gift’ the offset land to a conservation or-
ganization):

‘The last couple of years have been some of the most difficult years
in my career, because everything we’d worked very hard to gain has
been sort of torn up and thrown away in their search for economic
growth. This is what we felt with offsetting: they increasingly imply
to us that if won’t cooperate with developers then there will be no
money for conservation’.

Interview ENGO4

A key part of the attempt to portray offsetting as environmentally
friendly, improving inter alia the profile of the corporations that would
implement it and practice their corporate social responsibility, was to
prove that it was actually creating ‘better nature’ that the one that was
being lost due to urbanization. The Thameslink Programme (TLP)
provides an indicative example of this. The railway route North-South
across London affects habitats ranging from scrub-covered railway
embankments within Greater London to wooded land in open coun-
tryside. Starting from the need to compensate for biodiversity losses,
particularly in rural areas, the upgrade of the line ended up being
considered as delivering ‘a net gain of biodiversity’ by ‘upgrading’ ha-
bitat of lower ecological value (in areas owned by Thameslink), by
planting woodland on other sites. The company even suggested that it
would ‘bring nature back to London’ and succeeded in making the offset
on Streatham Common in Lambeth, South London,20 (where biodi-
versity loss in suburban areas would be compensated), part of a com-
plementary pilot (Collingwood Environmental Planning Limited, 2014),
to test, among other things, the possibility of finding offset sites within
highly urbanized contexts to compensate for development in suburban
areas. Similarly, in North Tyneside, offsetting was framed by the En-
vironment Bank as a ‘trade up’, because the development site consisted
of ‘common’ farmland, while the offset site would be restored to low-
land meadow, a habitat expected to have higher biodiversity values,
and thus be capable of delivering more credits (135.8) than needed
(122.5) (Interviews CB1, CA2, ENGO6).
Following the same line of argument, offsetting officers and the

local council in Warwickshire argued that the long-term goal was to
make offsetting a funding mechanism for improving the ‘Green
Infrastructure’ of the county, and even suggested that in the future most
of the biodiversity enhancement of the county would come through
biodiversity offsetting. One offsetting advocate said:

‘If our plan for conservation banking works we will be creating
1000 hectares of low-flower meadow restoration in Warwickshire
which is more than the environmental movement has ever done in
any decade ever’.

Interview CB2

This notion received strong criticism from local activists:

‘The local council effectively opened the gate to potential devel-
opers, saying that ‘Ah, right, if that is the view of the county council,
then that’s the direction we will go with our application. If we do a
biodiversity offsetting exercise we can tick the box and be good boys
with the county council and all those support our planning appli-
cation’.

Interview CG3

5. Discussion

Lefebvre’s (1970) observation of urban areas exploding relentlessly
beyond their boundaries, producing a highly uneven urban fabric that
ceaselessly extends its borders across non-urban geographies, could
have been written to describe the context within which biodiversity
offsetting emerged in the UK. In the post-2008 period, the UK saw an
expansion of urban development into the Green Belt and the wider
countryside, triggering clashes between urbanization and environ-
mental protection across the country. Within a context of prolonged
austerity and by following a clearly neoliberal path, urban development
has mainly served the interests of landowners and of the housing and
infrastructure industry, and has often been forcefully opposed by local
communities. The pressure for residential development in peri-urban
and rural areas ‘has transformed the rural environment on the per-
iphery of many of Britain’s cities into a battle ground’ (Pacione, 2013:
61).
Biodiversity offsetting in the UK emerged within a context char-

acterised by the entrenchment of neoliberal policies coupled with
rampant urbanization and it was expected to facilitate urbanization,
increase land availability for development and contribute in foreclosing
discussion of the extent and impacts of urbanization. Despite govern-
mental intentions, in practice, outcomes varied: offsetting in some cases
failed to stimulate or facilitate development and growth while in other
cases it succeeded (and still does, see Environment Bank, 2016b). The
expectations of its proponents that offsetting would unconditionally
facilitate development are confirmed by the cases we documented
where developers who had previously embraced offsetting, abandoned
the idea once it became clear that offsets would be prohibitively ex-
pensive or difficult to find.
Even though a market in biodiversity has not yet been established in

the UK, the discourse of market environmentalism has strongly shaped
the rhetoric of offsetting’s supporters, serving an important ideological
and material role: to reframe non-human nature in line with the needs
of capital (Robertson, 2006; Sullivan, 2013; Sullivan and Hannis,
2015), as a movable, interchangeable and asocial stock of biodiversity
assets which can be exchanged across space and time corroborating
political ecology’s critique of market-based (or ‘mainstream’) con-
servation as being materially and ideologically aligned with capitalism
(Apostolopoulou and Adams, 2015; Igoe et al., 2010; Neumann, 2015;
Neves and Igoe, 2012). Moreover, the emphasis on ‘No Net Loss’ and
the choice of the word ‘offsetting’ were not coincidental. The term
deliberately portrays the social and eco-spatial rearrangement of non-
human nature to fit urban development, and the interests of the dif-
ferent sections of capital that pursue it, as socially neutral and as po-
tentially positive for nature. Offsetting seems to offer a way in which
the very processes that are responsible for biodiversity loss can become
the drivers of environmental improvement. So the loss of habitat under
rail lines or major residential developments across the UK can actually
improve the position of nature overall (Environment Bank, 2016b). The
implications of this are profound. Firstly, nature conservation is re-
constituted as development-led (Hannis and Sullivan, 2012; Sullivan,
2013; Lockhart, 2016), since demand for and funding of offsets depends
on environmentally harmful development. Secondly, ecosystem de-
gradation caused by extended urbanization is now represented as a
conservation opportunity (Apostolopoulou and Adams, 2017) implying

20 http://streathamcommon.org/new-trees-common/; https://environmentonsite.
com/39653/questions-raised-over-streatham-common-offsetting-project.
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that the best thing for conservation in the era of the ‘Anthropocene’ is to
ally with major industries.
Biodiversity offsetting, therefore, seems to bring together a bundle

of reactionary ideas about nature-society relationships. It deliberately
frames nature as external to society and ignores both the importance of
place and the profound socio-ecological transformations which urba-
nization involves by being based on an extreme reductionism which
sees biodiversity as completely divorced from its context. In offsetting,
nature is progressively produced as part of ‘second nature’ (Smith,
2010): representing non-human nature through simple numerical
scores or priced credits enabled the reterritorialization of nature-society
relationships in line with the patterns of an increasingly ecologically
disruptive and socio-spatially uneven urban growth. As our case studies
showed, this had profound implications for the involved socionatures:
offsetting often deepened longstanding divisions between ‘common’
and ‘unique’ nature, protected and non-protected areas, and ultimately
society and nature by favoring the creation of more ‘net development’
and more ‘net conservation areas’. It also changed the ability of dif-
ferent social groups to access green space, separating them from nature
where they live and work. Offsetting clearly ignored social and cultural
ties between communities and places and it often led to a redistribution
of areas of conservation value from urban to rural areas (see also Ruhl
and Salzman, 2006), ultimately creating uneven outcomes en-
vironmentally, socially and spatially (Apostolopoulou and Adams,
2017; Seagle, 2012) echoing Smith’s observation that uneven devel-
opment is the concrete process and pattern of the production of non-
human nature under capitalism (Smith, 2010). Biodiversity offsetting is
thus an indicative example of how neoliberal conservation policies
designed to address the environmental contradictions of capitalism
further deepen existing contradictions while also creating new ones.
Importantly, in England, biodiversity offsetting needs to be under-

stood as the product of an essentially urban policy, even where the land
affected is outside existing urban limits. The priority given to urbani-
zation means that offsetting has involved the production of nature in
ways that primarily serve the interests of bid building contractors, real
estate and infrastructure companies. The consequent reworking of
nature reflects the way landlords and the different sections of capital
govern the uses of urban and rural space for profit (Smith, 2010) tes-
tifying the class character of the policy. Offsetting acknowledged and
respected the geographical specificity of urbanization and the fact that
the production of space and spatial monopolies are integral to the dy-
namics of accumulation in the nature of the created and produced
spaces and places over which commodity flows occur (Harvey, 2012:
42). It has not respected the geographical specificity of non-human
nature and nature-society relationships. The urbanization of the rural in
England is thus tightly interwoven with corporate interests. It also re-
flects a consumerist approach to nature as a destination for weekends
and countryside leisure, and a frame for leafy, sprawling, suburbs (as
Lefebvre, 1970, 1991 has long ago observed).
However, offsetting’s limited acceptance in most of our case studies

shows that ‘actually existing’ neoliberal conservation does not emerge
in laboratory conditions but have to confront political, social and en-
vironmental realities that are often uncooperative. Indeed, the uneven
outcomes of the production of nature out of capitalist relationships,
both through neoliberal urbanization and neoliberal conservation, have
met strong social opposition. This shows that as urbanization in the UK
extends beyond the limits of cities into areas that were part of the Green
Belt and the wider countryside transforming the landscape, struggles
for the ‘right to the city’, also expand beyond the limits of the tradi-
tional city.
Lefebvre predicted in La révolution urbaine (1970) that due to ur-

banization, the clear distinction between the urban and the rural is
gradually fading into a set of porous spaces of uneven geographical
development, under the hegemonic command of capital and the state
(Harvey, 2008). Therefore, the right to the city for Lefebvre had to
mean the right to command the whole urban process (even the

production of space), which was increasingly dominating the country-
side (Lefebvre, 1996). Crucially, as urbanization increasingly impacts
on natural areas, it brings to the forefront environmental struggles over
the quality of everyday life and access to green spaces and ecosystems.
Biodiversity offsetting can be seen as part of urbanization’s ‘creative
destruction’ (Brenner, 2013; Lefebvre, 1970) that dispossesses the
public of any right not only to the city (Harvey, 2008) but also to the
production of space and nature. The interplay of offsetting and urba-
nization in England leaves little room for seeing nature as anything
more than a good background for executive housing, as carefully
planned city parks, or as protected area museums where public access is
restricted polarizing humans and non-human nature into ever-more
separate locations. Our interviewees, fighting speculative development
and the creation of new urban enclaves, considered opposition to bio-
diversity offsetting a key part of their struggles which by challenging
the symbolic, material and social meanings of common urban and non-
urban (green) spaces, seek to defend not only the ‘right to the city’ but
also the ‘right to nature’. This suggests that the right to influence and
command the processes by which nature-society relationships are
made, transformed and disrupted by urbanization (and economic de-
velopment), is increasingly becoming a key element of struggles against
capitalist urbanization (Brenner and Schmid, 2015) and thus an integral
part of struggles for the right to the city.
We thus believe that the term ‘right to nature’ is crucial for the

potential of the environmental movement and social struggles to chal-
lenge the extent of urbanization and neoliberal solutions to its in-
creasing environmental impacts. This is of major political importance
because it reveals that as biodiversity loss due to urbanization is in-
creasingly related to the threatening of the quality of life of many local
communities, the ‘right to nature’ (as defined in this paper) is in-
creasingly becoming an issue of major social and political significance.
Moreover, the idea of a ‘right to nature’ and to the ‘production of
nature’ could provide the theoretical basis for a conservation that is not
neoliberal (c.f. Büscher et al., 2012).
A political ecology that purposes to understand and transform un-

even socio-ecological relations qua urbanization, has to embrace the
non-urban as constitutive of the urban, and understand how the former
is related to the latter – and how struggles for the city and for nature in
dense city cores and in seemingly ‘remote’ (rural or natural) areas (see
Brenner and Schmid, 2015) are often interrelated. This has crucial
implications for the political ecology of Global North. In the Marxist
tradition, environmental and urban struggles are usually construed as
being about issues of reproduction rather than production, and there-
fore not about class, and thus dismissed as devoid of revolutionary
potential or significance (Harvey, 2012). Similarly, in the neoliberal
conservation literature, the emphasis often rests on protected natures or
areas of high nature value and environmental struggles in the Global
South. However, given that urbanization is crucial in the history of
capital accumulation, then political and class struggles, no matter
whether they are explicitly recognized as such, are inevitably involved
(Harvey, 2012; Lefebvre, 1970) and thus the question of whose nature
is or becomes urbanized, must be at the forefront of any radical political
action (Heynen et al., 2005). As urbanization extends beyond cities in
association with policies like biodiversity offsetting which aim to re-
script natures as placeless, these struggles will increasingly involve
environmental aspects. An important strategic political question that
reaches well beyond our discussion here, is therefore: to what degree
should anti-capitalistic struggles explicitly focus and organize on the
broad terrain of the right to the production of nature as well as space?
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Appendix A. Categories of interviewees and corresponding interview codes

Category of Interviewees Interview Code

Conservation brokers CB
Conservation scientists CS
Environmental NGOs ENGO
Consultants (ecologists) CE
Central administration CA
Local authorities LA
Local community groups opposing the Coventry Warwickshire Gateway CG
Local community groups opposing the Lodge Hill housing development LH
Activists and local community groups participating in STOP HS2 HS
Local community groups opposing the North Tyneside housing development NT
Residents participating in ‘Hands off Thaxted’ group in Essex ES
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